Abstract
Instructors of world history courses frequently select for close study urban centers they consider to exemplify significant developments in human history. Calicut and Quanzhou, for example, are often studied for their extensive roles in the twelfth-century world economies of south and east Asia. Florence and Amsterdam of the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries respectively become locations of emergent early capitalism. Tabriz of the Ilkhanate (1256-1335) in Iran under the Mongol Empire is not generally singled out for such attention. I would like to suggest that Tabriz was, in fact, a striking example of a world historical city in both its cosmopolitan intellectual culture and its central role in the thirteenth-century global economy. As a form of urban organization that incorporated nomadic elements, Tabriz also expands our conception of "cities" and the factors that define a dynamic node in a global cultural matrix. How would the inclusion of Tabriz in our historical narrative expand our awareness of the processes that contributed to subsequent economic and political developments? How would it also shift our thinking about the other centers of cultural innovation that make up our discourse on world historical cities?
The claims of Tabriz to world historical status between 1256 and 1335 rest on three main categories of activity: commerce, scholarship, and diplomacy. The geographic reach of this exchange encompassed Dadu capital of the Yuan Dynasty in China, Kashmir of the Indian regions, and Siena of the Italian city-states. Included in this range are Constantinople of the Byzantine Empire, Cairo of the Mamluk lands, and Rome of the Catholic Papacy. What was the extent of commercial activity connected to Tabriz? What cultural evidence suggests far-reaching intellectual contact? And finally, at what levels of diplomatic engagement were the rulers of Tabriz involved? Tabriz rests in the spotlight because of its simultaneous, high-profile relations to each of the diplomatic and commercial centers of this era, a feature not equally shared by any one of the other centers.
COMMERCIAL NETWORKING
Tabriz had its own unique geographic features, contributing both to its commercial importance and its relatively underdeveloped condition prior to the Mongol's arrival and its sudden rise to prominence after 1250. Located on major routes along the silk road networks approximately 150 miles west of the southern Caspian Sea, Tabriz became a significant commercial crossroads under the Abbasid rulers of the early ninth century. Situated in the eastern corner of an alluvial plain with the Caspian Sea to the east and the Sahand massif with peaks of 11,000 feet to the south, Tabriz functioned as the only suitable pass in the area for east/west and south/north trade routes. Prone to earthquakes, Tabriz suffered numerous tremors including one in 1042 when an estimated 40,000 people died. The years 1273 and 1304 also witnessed major quakes that destroyed a large number of buildings in the city.
2 While Tabriz had many streams and rivers that could be used for irrigation, these ran dry during the summer months. Water too salty for drinking was also a problem. For its main water supply, Tabriz depended on a system of underground water canals (qanâts) that tapped into subterranean water channels and carried drinking water directly to neighborhoods. Local elites with resources constructed and maintained cobbled conduits as part of their charita-ble activities. Periodic fees contributed to repairs. Families could be charged according to the number of pipes entering a household. Without major political investments, Tabriz remained a sizeable and important hub of trade but was not a world historical city. This investment came with the Mongol invasions. The region just south of Tabriz known as the Mughan Steppe was ideal pastureland for the Mongols' vast herds, a necessary requirement for rulers with a nomadic lifestyle. In addition to its strategic commercial location, Tabriz offered tactical advantages in the Ilkhan's watch over its northern border with the Golden Horde. The Mongol destruction of Baghdad in 1258 secured Ilkhan Hülegü's selection of Tabriz as the region's new political center. Once a place in the string of commercial, urban centers that dotted central Eurasia, Tabriz became an imperial center. Thus augmented and accentuated, Tabriz's status would remain a marker of political authority long after the Mongols had passed from the scene.
Under the Ilkhans who governed as "subordinate khans" to the Mongol Khans of Cathay, Tabriz became a magnificent city with a large population and a collection of newly constructed imperial buildings. Because the Atabeg rulers of Tabriz submitted peacefully to the Mongols in 1231, the city with its many shrines to sufis, poets, and mystics in addition to its commercial assets suffered little destruction. With the advent of Mongol rule, the city expanded well beyond its existing walls with the addition of many new neighborhoods, gardens, and orchards. Many Ilkhanid ministers and local governors contributed to both secular and religious construction projects in Tabriz; some of these buildings functioned as palace complexes with new administrative offices. court even when the court was elsewhere. This gave the city a particular dynamic and vitality. Rashid al-Din, a historian of the period, wrote that, ". . . Tabriz was so populous that it became an Egypt with Arghunia as the capital like Cairo." 4 Tabriz, in this case, refers to both the city and the district (tuman). The whole of Azerbaijan province in which Tabriz was located was comprised of nine tumans with twenty-seven cities; Tabriz itself constituted seven districts each with numerous villages.
5 Sultaniyya also known as the Arghunia mentioned above was developed by the Ilkhans of Tabriz. Of it the geographer Mustawfi wrote in 1340: "There are at the present time so many great buildings in Sultaniyyah, that, except for Tabriz, the like thereof is seen in no other city. People also have migrated hither from many other provinces, to settle in the (new) capital, being of all nations and sects, whereby the language spoken at present here is not uniform, though it is mainly a mixed dialect of Persian." 6 Many contemporary travel accounts concur in this depiction of Tabriz as the finest and largest city in all of Iran, the heartland of the western Mongol Empire. The prized yellow plums of Tabriz, like the peaches of Samarkand, were a signature agricultural product, not to be found any place else in the world.
While the Ilkhans' political ties to the Yuan rulers were crucial, Tabriz owed its evolution into a world historical city to its selective cultivation of Chinese and Mongol cultural elements in the Iranian heartland of Islam and in proximity to expansive European interests. Tabriz was a city under the authority of nomads who placed a premium on networks of exchange and the promotion of institutions and cultural formations that facilitated that exchange. Expanding on the Islamic waqf system (charitable endowments) to build a commercial infrastructure for Tabriz, Ilkhan Ghazan oversaw the construction of a covered bazaar that both enhanced trade and incorporated new mosque and madrasa educational structures. The waqf system legally endowed public buildings traditionally devoted to religious activity. Because such structures typically included mosques, schools, and markets, Ghazan's expansion of the commercial component was significant but built on familiar practices. Spanning an area of twenty-nine acres, the covered bazaar of Tabriz became the largest bazaar for hundreds of miles around. 7 Silk weavers maintained workshops in the bazaar, while camel sellers, jewelers, dye, carpet, and sugar merchants found their place along with money-changers, book and paper sellers, and leather-makers. An extensive system of caravanserai provided traveling merchants with accommodations, information, and resources. Without the system of charitable endowments supported by secular and religious leaders, the commercial infrastructure of Tabriz could not have been possible.
In 1273 a new mint master arrived in Tabriz. Known from the design of his insignia as Master Arabesque and possibly of Georgian origins, he set in motion far reaching fiscal reforms. Financial institutions were an instrument of both commercial and political strength as well as the means for sponsoring cultural activity. Plans for monetary reform in Tabriz had begun in the early 1270s. Almost a decade would pass before their completion with numerous difficulties along the way. The goal was to create a coinage system for Tabriz that by extension would transform exchange across the Ilkhanate. Beyond standardizing silver coins by weight, design, and quality, Master Arabesque introduced an ideological approach to financial reform. Coins would be minted in copper and gold to cover all media of market exchange from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean and South China coast. As Judith Kolbas has written, in developing a design for the new coins, "the mint master planned to adopt both Mongol and Islamic concepts to give Tabriz the status of a capital in both cultures." 8 . . . both the reverse and obverse of the 671h Tabriz type announced a new unified financial structure of the whole regime. The two words of al-adil and al-azam re-asserted the Chingizid tradition from the east as well as combined the two different administrative regions of the west. On the obverse, the amalgamation of the short shahada from Adharbayjan with the longer ones from the il-khan's province also joined two regions. As a result, both sides of the coin gave a political statement of unity.
9
The standardization of weight greatly facilitated exchange both within the Ilkhanate and with neighboring economies. Beyond increased ease of monetary exchange, new coinage signified new political authority. The poll tax and customs duty were essential to raise revenue from the diverse populations, just as tribute had been essential for steppe governance. Sundry ethnic and religious groups could be incorporated into one tax system resulting in increased revenue for a stronger state and the projects it sponsored. This was especially critical because the Mongols had destroyed much of their potential tax base in the wanton destruction of agricultural and village life during the initial period of conquest. Ironically, it was in the effort to undo this destruction that Ghazan imported Chinese agricultural knowledge into Iran. Land taxes both agricultural and pastoral were paid primarily in kind; religious orders and the political/military elite held tax exemptions.
Fiscal reform and political patronage catapulted Tabriz to a world class city that functioned as a major commercial nexus of the silk road emporia facilitating the growth of new markets in Burgundy and Tuscany and augmenting the already well-developed markets of Cathay, India, and eastern Iran. Wealthy merchants and church figures drawn from the periphery of the empire all sought luxury textiles from the Tabriz domestic and import markets including the highly prized nasij gold brocade. 10 The papal inventory of 1295 included silks manufactured in Tabriz, and Emperor Rudolf IV of Habsburg was buried in 1365 in silk woven in Tabriz between 1319 and 1335.
11 Economic historian A.P. Martinez has noted that, "The transit trade between India and the West was always the most important single category of trade in the Il-Khanate"; he goes so far as to say that, "The India trade of the Latin West was responsible for the prosperity of the Il-Khanate." 12 Products from Kashmir, Nepal, and Tibet were in high demand along the Tabriz routes as were condiments, aromatics, medicines, and dyes from south Asian markets. Musk from Tibet was at this time comparable in value to the luxury silks that travelled the northern trade routes between Tabriz and China. Marco Polo returned through Tabriz to Venice with Tibetan musk as one of his commercial assets acquired on his travels. The musk trade moved along routes from Tibetan and northern Hindu lands by sea from Sind to Basra on the Persian Gulf or across land through Herat and Sultaniyya to Tabriz. Hindu communities along the Tabriz to northern India route facilitated this trade. Hamd-Allah Mustawfi of Qazwin, geographer and tax collector for the Ilkhanate, noted in 1340 that in Isfahan "The fruits from here are exported to India and to Greece." 16 Another commodity noted by Mustawfi was rock crystal, highly prized for light fixtures and precious carvings. "This is found in India," he wrote, "in the mountains of the province of Kashmir. It is also found in the hills of the Frank countries, but though in the Frank country it is found in greater abundance, the best is the Indian Rock-crystal."
CULTURAL REACH
The cross-cultural dialogue supported at the court of Tabriz was remarkable. One treatise by Rashid al-Din on Reason and Science and which is preferable recorded the views of Muslim, Jewish, Christian, and Buddhist scholars. The nature of the inquiry focused on the relationship between reason and science. The two were not assumed to be synonymous. Quite the contrary, there was a preference for arguments which held that "human reason" was higher than "abstract reason." Only the Christian perspective seemed to homogenize the two into a notion that humans might aspire through both to the realm of the divine.
17 Rashid al-Din based his discourse on questions send to scholars throughout the Ilkhanate and some neighboring territories including the Basins of Sind and Tarim. To support scholarly communities, the Ilkhans designated tribute gifts from Constantinople and Venice for use by villages in Tabriz that housed international students and teachers. Consequently, many of the scientific and medical books produced in Tabriz circulated widely and were commonly translated into Greek and other languages.
The Tabriz manuscript workshops, made fiscally possible by a secularized version of the Islamic waqf (pious foundation) brought together artists of Persian and Buddhist training to celebrate Mongol authority.
18 Vizier Rashid al-Din with imperial sponsorship began to produce the illustrated manuscript known as the Jami' al-Tavarikh [A Compendium of World History] in 1304. This work, in its conceptualization and execution, was bold and innovative. Inspired by the Han-lin Academy in Chinese historical writing and initially proposed by Qubilai Khan's staff, the Jami'al-Tavarikh took on distinctive features in its Iranian setting and surpassed the limits of its original conception. The novel idea of integrating diverse histories into one inclusive narrative project set a new standard for historical thinking. Rashid al-Din's histories of India and Christendom [both Byzantine and Latin] were completed with the assistance of scholars from Indian and Christian communities in Tabriz. 19 Chinese artisans and translators inhabited a quarter in Tabriz in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. 20 Kashmiri Buddhist monk Bakshi Kamalashri worked at the Ilkhanid court alongside scholars and monks from Byzantium and regions of the eastern Mediterranean. An illustration of the Virgin Mary in the Jami 'al-Tavarikh of 1304 shows Mary with a BuddhistZoroastrian fire halo. In the same volume the Buddha appeared in Arabic dress, and a scene from his life was set in a contemporary Islamic setting with a Sufi mosque. Another illustration depicted the birth of Mohammed, drawing on conventions for the representation of the birth of Christ. Within the artistic traditions of Islam, illustration of the human form was itself a radical departure from orthodoxy, and Tabriz was at the center of this artistic innovation.
The tremendous wealth of Tabriz played a crucial role in the extensive sponsorship of Buddhism and art in the region. It is estimated that the Ilkhanid court spent nearly half of its state revenue on the construction and furnishing of Buddhist temples and the support of Buddhist religious communities. This included the Buddhist temple complex of Labnasagut on the northeast of Lake Ilkhans, Ambrogio Lorenzetti, a fellow Sienese and artist dependent on the Sienese commercial and political elite for patronage, created his fresco The Martyrdom of the Franciscans in 1342. He chose as his setting a contemporary central Asian court, and he illustrated a remarkably detailed awareness of the cosmopolitan make-up of that world. Ambrogio Lorenzetti's Martyrdom scene set in a Mongol court reflects back the "whole cloth" vision of a global project similar to that projected in the illustrated texts of Tabriz. Both convey a historically-based, contemporary, and universal humanism that crossed geographic and hence political as well as cultural divides. These could be cases of independent simultaneous thinking or a matter of co-creation in a shared and expanding field of cultural and geographic awareness. Simone Martini at the same time in Siena developed new painting techniques to more accurately depict light-reflecting qualities of the highly-prized nasij gold brocade, the signature creation of Mongol textile production. With great attention focused on the products and politics of Tabriz, micro cultural adjustments across the region absorbed and were transformed by elements emerging from the Mongol era of material and social cultural exchange.
DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENT
The languages at the Ilkhanid court in Tabriz included Hindi, Kashmiri, Tibetan, Greek, Italian, and Arabic among others, making possible extensive diplomatic engagement at both the formal and informal levels. Although the Mongol rulers at Dadu remained the center of the Mongol political world, Tabriz maximized its cultural and diplomatic reach by extending its networks beyond Dadu to every major polity on the boundaries of the Ilkhanate from Sind to Rum into the Frankish territories. While Dadu maintained relations with all of the latter as well, the immediacy of commercial and military issues between the Ilkhans and the rulers to their west made for more intense, complex engagement.
Like the Yuan rulers, the Ilkhans followed the Mongol policy of drawing on expertise from all sources and actively coordinating talents in an attempt to support the Mongol's ideological trope of world conquest. Scholars, artisans, and agricultural specialists were sent out from the Yuan court to Tabriz including some artists and scholars who worked on the already mentioned world history volumes. The Mongolian official Bolad, who came to serve the Ilkhans after holding high positions at the Yuan court, contributed to a large experimental garden near Tabriz designed to stimulate Iranian agriculture by introducing new techniques and seeds from China and India. In the area of medicine Bolad and Rashid al-Din, vizier to the Ilkhans, established a large hospital in Tabriz and translated such works as the fourth-century Chinese manual on The Secrets of the Pulse. When the Ilkhanate began to experience a major fiscal crisis, Bolad introduced the use of paper money into Iran, based on Chinese economic practices, but without success.
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Merchants and religious figures traveled the paths between Tabriz and the central Italian city-states in significant numbers providing an infrastructure of translators and cultural experts for the more formal aspects of diplomacy. Some like Tomasso Uzi from Siena found employment as sword bearer to the Ilkhan and served in the inner court. 24 In his capacity as translator to the Ilkhan in business matters, Uzi served as a more neutral interpreter of conflicts and requests that commonly involved disputes between the Venetians and Genoese. The above mentioned John de Cora, Archbishop of Sultaniyya, conducted church diplomacy, preparing reports for Rome on conditions and events around Tabriz and representing Roman Christianity to the Ilkhanid court. Rabban Sauma VIII with the objective of forming a united front against the Mamluks. Oljeitu too, in 1305, long before his invasion of Syria in 1312, sent letters to the kings of France and England with the same purpose in mind. After the Mamluk defeat of Ilkhan Öljeitü's forces in Syria in 1313, the Ilkhans ceased military actions, and for all practical purposes warfare between these two foes came to an end.
As centers of Christian authority, Rome and Constantinople were both relatively weak states; Constantinople, however, enjoyed a higher status in Eurasian diplomatic circles. The Ilkhans shared in this assessment, and their efforts to create an alliance with Rome amounted to an attempt to draw a more peripheral player to their side. The Byzantines were also not available. Unlike the Roman Church fathers, the rulers of Byzantium maintained informal diplomatic connections with the Mamluks through Orthodox Church channels in Cairo. 26 The Ilkhans, like their enemies the Mamluks, recognized Byzantine emperors as heirs to the Kingdom of Alexandria, Greek learning, and the Ancient Roman empire all of which Ilkhanid court intellectual circles held in high regard. In other words, Byzantium represented a political center in the Mediterranean world that remained a reference point for inter-state diplomacy even when the Byzantine Empire was in reality in decline. 27 In the view of the Mamluks and Ilkhans, Constantinople held its status as the highest seat of Christianity and as such retained the privilege of distributing thrones and crowns within Christian lands. Both the Ilkhans and the Mamluks claimed diplomatic friendship with the Byzantine rulers and sought to cultivate this relationship. For the Mamluks, the Byzantines were friendly Christians, but not active allies. The Ilkhans sought to maintain their own good relations with Constantinople, and marriage diplomacy was their modus operandi. Diplomatic marriages between the Ilkhans and the daughters of the Byzantine rulers strengthened defense on the Rashid al-Din also dispatched emissaries to Kashmir where the Ilkhans had real estate and military interests. Hülegü's contacts with the lost Buddhist utopia described in Tibetan, Nepali, and Indian literature, began early in his career. 29 At the prosperous town of Malot, a traveler in the 1250s came upon a temple he described as having been built by King Hülegü (Ilkhan Hülegü). 30 With the establishment of the Yuan court at Dadu in 1271, Kashmir territories, home to various Buddhist sects, were divided between Hülegü and Möngke. Hülegü's territories spanned fifteen specific locations in the area of Western Tibet including the kingdom of Ladakh that was home to the Phag-mo gru-pa sect to which the Ilkhans became patrons. 31 Hülegü's territories included pasturelands, market towns, and transit routes in a vital area between Tibet and Iran. 32 compiling the Jami' al-Tavarikh selected Kashmiri monk and scholar Kamalashri to create an informed, sympathetic rendering of the Buddha's life for a predominantly Islamic audience. This required translating Buddhist terms and concepts into language and narratives already familiar to Muslim readers.
CONCLUSIONS
Tabriz in the fourteenth century defined a new pattern of world historical city that was both shaped by nomadic lifestyle and more global in political reach than previous nomadic state-builders of Central Asia. Within the Mongol Empire, the Yuan rulers adapted the Chinese bureaucratic style of governance, and the Mongol rulers of the Golden Horde and the Chagatai Khanate did not develop the cultural and diplomatic activities of the Ilkhans. The rise of Mongol authority across Eurasia suddenly elevated the status of Tabriz to a major node in a transcontinental system of commercial, cultural, and diplomatic exchange in a way that no other urban center of the period experienced. 33 In this respect, Tabriz functioned as the vital center of a Mongol Empire built on the circulation of people, goods, and ideas. Shifting the political center of Iran away from Baghdad on the Tigris River and Khurasan in eastern Iran, the Ilkhans transformed the regional focus of Tabriz into a global city whose prominence, once established, would out last the Mongol's own rule as a prize symbol of political authority.
Although an area politically subordinate to the Yuan Dynasty in east Asia, Tabriz served as the political and commercial center of the Ilkhanate whose diplomatic and economic relations with Byzantium, Mamluk Egypt, Europe, and India were in many ways more extensive and direct than those managed by the Mongol court at Dadu. While there is no doubt that the Yuan supported a diverse population and encouraged experts of every background to
